Your Target:
To write a letter in the
style of your choosing to a
recipient of your choosing.

Week 3: Friday
Root-a-toot-toot
Look at the root of the word and
write as many words from that word
family as you can.

temperature
The degree or intensity of heat present
in a substance or object.

Tongue Twister
Write a tricky tongue twister which
contains this word.

Week 3 – Consolidate It
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

immediate

symbol

lightning

stomach

temperature

Description Detectives
Describe a word to your parent or sibling (if you can).
Make sure that your description is clear and accurate.

Can your partner guess the word?

SPaG Shape-Up
Spelling
Words which use ou instead of u
Rearrange the letters to make words spelt with ou instead of u:

1. oubrtle =
2. cuoht =
3. tcourny =

4. bodlue =
5. guyno =

SPaG Shape-Up
Spelling
Words which use ou instead of u
Answers:
1. oubrtle = trouble
2. cuoht = touch
3. tcourny = country

4. bodlue = double
5. guyno = young

Your Task
Today you are going to write a letter to a recipient of your choosing about a
subject of your choosing.
Using what you have learnt about the style of letters, you need to choose whether
your letter is going to be formal or informal. This will depend on who you are
writing to and for what purpose. If you need reminding about the style of
formal/informal letters go back to the slides from previous lessons.

You could write to:
• An elderly neighbour who lives on their own to see how they are
• A relative who lives close but you cannot visit
• A relative who lives further away and you haven’t seen in a while
• A friend from school
• Boris Johnson
• Someone who you look up to or aspire to be like e.g. Usain Bolt
These are just ideas so please feel free to write to anyone who you want to.
It would be lovely if you could actually post them and see if you get a reply!

